
Chrome Collection
The perfect finishing touch to PORCELANOSA tiles



Butech Chrome profiles are one of the essential elements of the LIFESTYLE concept in bathroom 
decoration.

The unmatched brilliance of this collection combines perfectly with the chrome plating of bathroom 
fittings and accessories, integrating the profile within the tile covering. Technical solutions with a 
PORCELANOSA design touch.

Chrome Collection





pro-part
The pro-part profile has become a classic in the design of ceramic tiles.

An 8mm visible side that stands out but does not detract from the prominence of tiles, 

straight lines that fit perfectly with rectified tiles and a wide range of heights that adjust 

to any tile thickness, make this profile an excellent solution for all kinds of situations 

such as decorative lines, corners or transitions between tiles or tiles and mosaics.



pro-mate 5
This profile, with only 5mm of visible side, is the perfect alternative to the pro-part 

profile when a more discreet chrome line is required.

Designed for bathrooms where design demands subtle joints, it is also ideal with small 

and medium format wall tiles.



pro-mate 3
Right angle profile designed to cover the side of wall tiles in corners and plane changes 

such as upper wall tile finishes and steps.

With a visible side of only 3mm wide, this straight line is the most minimalist and clean 

option for tile decoration with chrome profiles



pro-part Li
Square chromed profile with equal visible sides. This shape makes it the ideal choice as 

corner trim between wall tiles.

Pro-part LI gives the widest possible chrome line (8mm and wider) and has corner caps 

for a 90º intersection of two profiles.



pro-part line
Unlike the chrome profiles, with perfect polished surfaces with a high degree of 

reflection, pro-part line has a brushed surface along the entire profile area.

The texture of this pro-part makes it perfect for combinations with lappato, nature and 

gloss tiles.



pro-part line matt
Profile with a smooth linear surface texture on the two visible sides of the 

profile, which, unlike the previous model, has a matt finish.

Perfect to be combined with matt tiles, textured or with 3D effect, and 

especially with directional decoration.



pro-mate 45 top
Specially designed to protect tiles in corners, with a extremely high 

resistance to impacts and contemporary look. Its shape allows flat 

finishes on beveled edges.





Flooring
Chrome profiles can also be used on indoor floors in combination 
with porcelain tiles. These profiles enhance the modularity of 
floor tiles, create perfect transitions between different rooms 
or materials and, because of the high-quality nature of the raw 
materials used to produce them, can even be used to create steps, 
converting the Chrome profiles into lines of high wear resistance 
that become another element of floor decoration.



Walls
The Chrome profiles replace the traditional border tiles and 
listellos used in tile decoration. The unique brightness of these 
profiles integrates the decoration of tiles with the rest of the 
elements of a bathroom, especially with chrome taps, shower 
enclosures and accessories.



Corners
When it comes to wall tiles, it is absolutely essential to protect 
and cover the corners. Chrome profiles offer a perfect finish with 
all types of tiles, including rectified ones, as well as adding great 
impact resistance, safety and a superior level of decoration



Wet areas
Resistance to contact and action of water is one of the main 
characteristics of Chrome profiles, so they can be safely used 
in kitchens, bathrooms, shower areas and steam rooms. Made 
of extruded brass, Chrome profiles combine excellent moisture 
protection with unmatched geometric perfection.



Wall transitions
One of the main trends in bathroom decoration is based on the 
combination of different tile series or tiles with other materials 
such as mosaics. To stand out, frame the contact between materials 
and, above all, achieve a better finish and smooth transitions, 
Butech profiles like pro-mate 5 or pro-part are the best solution



Walls Finishing
When the design for the tile application does not cover the entire 
wall, a profile is needed to protect and hide the upper edge of 
the tile. In addition, these profiles mark the separation between 
tiles and the rest of the wall, providing a clean transition and a 
superior finish



Pavimento y revestimiento

Made of extruded brass, Chrome profiles provide a high-quality finish and superior 
resistance, suitable for both floors and walls.

Profile name High Code

pro-part chrome           profile 7 mm  100005368

  profile 9 mm 100005369

  profile 10 mm 100088905

profile 11 mm 100005370

profile 12,5 mm 100005371

pro-part line                   profile 7 mm 100177061

profile 11 mm 100120367

profile 12,5 mm 100177058

pro-part line matt        profile 7 mm 100177062

profile 11 mm 100157798

profile 12,5 mm 100177059



Pavimento y revestimiento

Pavimento y revestimiento

Pavimento y revestimiento

Corner revestimiento

Profile name High Code

pro-mate 5                      profile 7 mm 100126779

profile 9 mm 100004945

profile 11 mm 100004946

profile 12,5 mm 100004955

Profile name High Code

pro-mate 3                      profile 6 mm 100126772

profile 8 mm 100004951

profile 9 mm 100004952

profile 10 mm 100004953

profile 12,5 mm 100004954

Profile name High Code

pro-part Li                      profile 4,5 mm 100126780          

profile 11 mm 100070170

profile 12,5 mm 100070171



Corner revestimiento

Corner revestimiento

Profile name High Code

pro-part chrome        corner 7 mm 100005373

corner 9 mm 100005374

corner 10 mm 100091065

corner 11 mm 100005375

corner 12,5 mm 100005376

Profile name High Code

pro-part Li                    corner 11 mm 100098464

corner 12,5 mm 100085153
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